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Foundation Entrance exam
(1 year course for 7, 8, 9th appearing students)

Entrance Program Date - 17th April 2020 (Friday)

In our usual entrance tests, students appear for a test based on the topics taught by Vaibhav sir in his interaction 

with students. Though this time-tested method is the best to assess students for their IQ as well as comprehension, 

unfortunately for now we will have to change its format.

The Government has disallowed the use of any auditorium (like Ambedkar Bhawan, where your entrance exam to 

BT was scheduled) till March end. Now we shall only conduct a 1.5 hour long IQ test .This entrance exam shall be 

held ONLINE.  Following shall be the NEW format for entrance process: 

1. 

 Through these videos you shall come to know about the top engineering and science colleges of 

our country and the corresponding entrance exams. Many frequently asked questions shall also be  addressed.

2. We shall share our online portal link with you with your unique ID and password by 9th April. After login, on 

the portal, you shall find a practice (trial) test containing 5 questions. Student should take that test to get used to 

writing a test on the online portal and report the difficulty faced if any.

3. The actual entrance exam for admission to Bakliwal Tutorials shall be conducted online on the same portal on 

11th April (on the same date for which you had registered for the entrance exam). The duration of the entrance test 

(IQ test) shall be 1.5 hours and it shall go live at sharp 4 PM. The test can be started anytime from 4 to 4:30 pm, and 

it shall continue for 1.5 hours from the time it started. Kindly note, student would not be able to begin the test after 

4:30 PM. A stable internet connection shall help in smooth conduction of the test.

4. Result (which includes the type of batch and the scholarship won, if any) of the test shall be communicated within 

24 hours. 

We shall send you the Entrance process and YouTube links to a series of small introductory videos immediately 

on registration.

Entrance Program Date - 11th April 2020 (Saturday)

You must be looking forward to attend our challenging and interesting entrance exam on the 17th April. But as per 
the Government’s mandate, we have to tweak its schedule and format a little.

The Government has disallowed the use of any auditorium (like Ambedkar Bhawan, where your entrance exam to 
BT was scheduled) till March end. Now we shall only conduct a 1.5 hour long IQ test.This entrance exam shall be 
held ONLINE.  Following shall be the NEW format for entrance process: 

1. 
 Through these videos you shall come to know about the top engineering and science colleges of 

our country and the corresponding entrance exams. Many frequently asked questions shall also be  addressed.

2. We shall share our online portal link with you with your unique ID and password by 15th April. After login, 
on the portal, you shall find a practice (trial) test containing 5 questions. Student should take that test to get used to 
writing a test on the online portal and report the difficulty faced if any.

3. The actual entrance exam for admission to Bakliwal Tutorials shall be conducted online on the same portal 
on17th April (on the same date for which you had registered for the entrance exam). The duration of the entrance 
test (IQ test) shall be 1.5 hours and it shall go live at sharp 4 PM. The test can be started anytime from 4 to 4:30 pm, 
and it shall continue for 1.5 hours from the time it started. Kindly note, student would not be able to begin the test 
after 4:30 PM. A stable internet connection shall help in smooth conduction of the test.

4. Result (which includes the type of batch and the scholarship won, if any) of the test shall be communicated 
within 24 hours.

We shall send you the Entrance process and YouTube links to a series of small introductory videos immediately 
on registration.
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